Abstract-Traditional control and task automation have been successfully demonstrated in a variety of structured, controlled environments through the use of highly specialized modelled robotic systems in conjunction with multiple sensors. However, application of autonomy in endoscopic surgery is very challenging, particularly in soft tissue work, due to the lack of high quality images and the unpredictable, constantly deforming environment. In this work, we propose a novel surgical perception framework, SuPer, for surgical robotic control. This framework continuously collects 3D geometric information that allows for mapping of a deformable surgical field while tracking rigid instruments within the field. To achieve this, a model-based tracker is employed to localize the surgical tool with a kinematic prior in conjunction with a model-free tracker to reconstruct the deformable environment and provide an estimated point cloud as a mapping of the environment. The proposed framework was implemented on the da Vinci Surgical R System in real-time with an endeffector controller where the target configurations are set and regulated through the framework. Our proposed framework successfully completed autonomous soft tissue manipulation tasks with high accuracy. The demonstration of this novel framework is promising for the future of surgical autonomy. In addition, we provide our dataset for further surgical research † .
I. INTRODUCTION
Surgical robotic systems, such as the da Vinci robotic platform R (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), are becoming increasingly utilized in operating rooms around the world. Use of the da Vinci robot has been shown to improve accuracy through reducing tremors and provides wristed instrumentation for precise manipulation of delicate tissue [1] . Current innovative research has been conducted to develop new control algorithms for surgical task automation [2] . Surgical task automation could reduce surgeon fatigue and improve procedural consistency through the completion of tasks such as suturing [3] , cutting [4] , and tissue debridement [5] . Fig. 1 : A demonstration of the proposed surgical perception framework. A green point on the perception model of the tissue, shown in top right, is selected by the user and the real surgical robot grasps and stretches the tissue at that location. As seen in the bottom two images, the framework is able to capture the tissue's deformation from the stretching.
Significant advances have been made in surgical robotic control and task automation. However, the integration of perception into these controllers is deficient even though the capabilities of surgical tool and tissue tracking technologies have advanced dramatically in the past decade. Without properly integrating perception, control algorithms will never be successful in non-structured environments, such as those under surgical conditions.
In this work, we propose a novel Surgical Perception framework, SuPer, which integrates visual perception from endoscopic image data with a surgical robotic control loop to achieve tissue manipulation. A vision-based tracking system is carefully designed to track both the surgical environment and robotic agents, e.g. tissue and surgical tool as shown in Fig. 1 . However, endoscopic procedures have limited sensory information provided by endoscopic images and take place in a constantly deforming environment. Therefore, we separate the tracking system into two methodologies: model-based tracking to leverage the available kinematic prior of the agent and model-free tracking for the unstructured physical world. With the proposed 3D visual perception framework, surgical robotic controllers can manipulate the environment in a closed loop fashion as the framework maps the environment, tracking the tissue deformation and localizing the agent continuously and simultaneously. In the experimental section, we also demonstrate an efficient implementation of the proposed framework on a da Vinci Research Kit in which we successfully manipulate tissue.
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed perception framework is the first work to combine 3D visual perception algorithms for general control of a surgical robot in an unstructured, deforming environment. More specifically, our contributions can be summarized as 1) a perception framework with both model-based tracking and model-free tracking components to track the tissue and localize the robot simultaneously, 2) deformable environment tracking to track tissue from stereo-endoscopic image data, 3) surgical tool tracking to accurately localize and control the surgical tool in the endoscopic camera frame, and 4) a released data set of tissue manipulation with the da Vinci Surgical R System. The framework is implemented on a da Vinci Surgical R System and multiple tissue manipulation experiments were conducted to highlight its accuracy and precision. We believe that the proposed framework is a fundamental step toward endoscopic surgical autonomy in unstructured environments. With a uniform perception framework in the control loop, more advanced surgical task automation can be achieved.
II. RELATED WORKS
As the presented work is at the intersection of multiple communities, the related works are split into three sections.
1) Deformable Reconstruction: The first group of related works are from the 3D reconstruction or motion capture community [6] , [7] , [8] . Newcombe et al. [9] proposed a realtime method for reconstruction of a static 3D model using a consumer-level depth camera based on volumes for their internal data structure, while Keller et al. [10] employed the use of surfel points rather than volumes. The rigidness assumption was then removed to capture motion of a deforming scene [11] . To enhance the robustness of reconstruction, keypoint alignment was added to the original cost function of the deformable reconstruction [12] . In addition, multiple-sensor approaches have shown to further improve accuracy [13] . Guo et al. [14] achieved similar results for deformable object reconstruction with surfel points.
2) Endoscopic Tissue Tracking: Tissue tracking is a specific area of visual tracking that often utilizes 3D reconstruction techniques. A comprehensive evaluation of different optical techniques for geometry estimation of tissue surfaces concluded that stereoscopic is the only feasible and practically approach to tissue reconstruction and tracking during surgery [15] . For image-guided surgery, Yip et al. [16] proposed a tissue tracking method with key-point feature detection and registration. 3D dynamic reonstruction was introduced by Song et al. [17] to track in-vivo deformations. Meanwhile, dense SLAM methods [18] , [19] are applied to track and localize the endoscope in the surgical scene with image features. In contrast with the above mentioned algorithms, our proposed framework not only tracks the surgical environment through deformable reconstruction, but also integrates the control loop of the surgical robotic arm for automation.
3) Endoscopic Surgical Tool Tracking and Control: A recent literature survey by Bouget et al. [20] gave a detailed summary of image-based surgical tool detection. Markerless with tracking algorithms [21] , [22] , [23] requires features which can be learned [24] , [25] , generated via template matching [26] , or hand-crafted [27] . After the features have been extracted, they are fused with kinematic information and encoder readings to fully localize the surgical robotic tools [28] .
Once the surgical tool is localized, control algorithms can be applied on them to manipulate the environment. Previous work in control algorithms for surgical robotics includes compliant object manipulation [29] , debridement removal [30] , [31] , suture needle manipulation [3] , [32] , [33] , and cutting [4] , [34] . These control algorithms show advanced and sophisticated manipulations, however they rely on structured environments and would have difficulties in the real surgical scene.
III. METHODOLOGY
The goal of the SuPer framework, as shown in Fig. 2 , is to provide geometric information about the entire surgical scene including robotic agent and the deforming environment. A model-based tracker via particle filter is chosen to localize the surgical robotic tool by utilizing a kinematic prior and fusing the encoder readings and endoscopic image data. For the surgical environment, a model-free deformable tracker is employed since surgical environment is unstructured and constantly deforming. The model-free tracker uses the stereoendoscopic data as an observation to reconstruct the deformable scene. To efficiently combine the two separate trackers, a mask of the surgical tool is generated based on the surgical tool tracker and removed from the observation given to the model-free tracking component. Since the trackers are both perceived in the same camera coordinate frame, a surgical robotic controller can be used in our SuPer framework to manipulate the unstructured surgical scene.
A. Surgical Tool Tracking
Surgical robots, such as the da Vinci R Surgical System, utilize setup-joints to position the base robotic arm and the endoscopic camera. These setup-joints have long links and therefore have large errors relative to the active joints during a procedure of the surgical robot [24] , [26] . Furthermore, calibration for the transform from the base of the robot to the camera, also known as the hand-eye transform, rather than relying on the setup-joint kinematics, has been highlighted as unreliable when controlling surgical robots [35] . Modelling this explicitly, a point on the j-th link, p j ∈ R 3 is transformed to the camera frame:
where T [24] , [25] , [26] .
To track error, T b− b is parameterized by six scalar values: an axis-angle vector, w ∈ R 3 , and a translational vector b ∈ R 3 . The motion model, feature detection algorithm, and observation models are described in the remainder of this subsection. For implementation, we elected to use the particle filter because of its flexibility to model the posterior probability density with a finite-number of samples [36] .
1) Motion Model: For initialization, the error of the hand-eye is assumed to be zero and the uncertainty of the calibration or setup-joints is modelled as Gaussian noise:
where Σ 0 is the covariance matrix. Similarly, the motion model is set to have additive mean zero Gaussian noise since the particle filter is tracking the uncertainty in the hand-eye which is a constant transform:
where Σ w,b is the covariance matrix.
2) Features Detection and Camera Projections: Algorithms developed in previous literature can be utilized to detect features from the endoscopic image data on the surgical tool to update the estimation for the particle filter [20] . However, colored markers were drawn on the surgical tool using a paint pen for the sake of simplicity. The locations of the markers are similar to the detected features in Ye's et al. tool tracking work [26] .
The painted markers were detected by converting the image to the Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) color space and thresholding the hue channel. The mask generated from the thresholding is then eroded and dilated to reduce the rate of small, false detections. Centroids, m k t+1 ∈ R 2 , are then calculated for each of the distinct countours of the mask to give a pixel point measurement of the markers. The camera projection equation for the detected pixel point of marker i is:m
where p ji i ∈ R 3 is the known marker position on link j i and 1 s K is the standard camera projection operation and K is the intrinsic camera calibration matrix.
The second feature detected is the projected edges of the insertion shaft of the surgical tool, which is a cylinder. Pixels potentially associated with the edges are detected using Canny edge detector [37] and classified into distinct lines using the Hough transform [38] . This results in a list of detected lines parameterized by scalars ρ k t+1 and φ k t+1 :
where u and v are pixel coordinates. For the sake of brevity, the camera projection equations for a cylinder resulting in two lines is omitted. Please refer to Chaumette's work for a full derivation and expression [39] . The camera projection equation for a single line i is denoted asρ i (w, b) and φ i (w, b) using the same parameterization as (5).
3) Observation Model: To make associations between the detected marker features, m k t , and their corresponding marker, a greedy matching technique is done because of the low computation time. An ordered list of the cost
for detection k and projected marker i is made where γ m is a tuned parameter for later. Iteratively, detection k and marker i from the lowest value of this cost list is matched, the tuple is added to the associated data list A m , and all subsequent costs associated with either k or i are removed from the list. This is done until a max cost, C 
where γ φ and γ ρ are tuned parameters, the data list is denoted as A l , and a max cost of C l max . The association costs are wrapped in a radial basis function so they can be directly used for the observation models. The probability of the detected markers, m t+1 , is modelled as:
where there are a total of n m markers painted on the surgical tool. Similarly, the probability of the detected lines, ρ t+1 , φ t+1 , is modelled as
where there are a total of n l /2 cylinders used as features on the surgical tool. In this case n l = 2. These functions are chosen since they increase the weight of a particle for stronger associations, but does not completely zero out the weight if no associations are made which can occur in cases of obstruction or missed detections. Since these two observations occur in synchronous, the update is combined using the switching observation models-synchronous case [40] . Example images of the tool tracking are shown in Fig. 3 .
B. Depth Map from Stereo Images
The depth map from the stereoscopic image data is generated using the Library for Efficient Large-Scale Stereo Matching (LIBELAS) [41] . To fully exploit the prior and enhance the robustness of our system, the surgical tool portion of the image and depth data is not passed to the deformable tissue tracker since the surgical tool is already being tracked. Therefore, a mask of the surgical tool is generated using the same OpenGL rendering pipeline we previously developed [42] , and applied to the depth and image data passed to the deformable tissue tracker. To ensure the mask covers all of the tool, it is dilated before being applied.
C. Deformable Tissue Tracking
To represent the environment, we choose surfel [10] as our data structure due to the direct conversion to point cloud which is a standard data type for the robotics community. A surfel S represents a region of an observed surface and is parameterized by the tuple (p, n, c, r, c, t) , where p, n, c ∈ R 3 are the expected position, normal, and color respectively and scalars r, c, t are the radius, confidence score, and time stamp of last update respectively. Alongside the geometric structure the surfel data provides, it also gives confidence and timestamp of last update which can be exploited to further optimize a controller working in the tracked environment. For adding/deleting and fusing of surfels, refer to work done by Keller et al. [10] and Gao et al. [14] . 
1) Driven/Parameterized Model:
The number of surfel grows proportionally to the number of image pixels provided to the deformable tracker, so it is infeasible to track the entire surfel set individually. Inspired by the work of Embedded Deform (ED) [43] , we drive our surfel set with a lessdense ED graph which has significantly fewer parameters to track. The ED graph can be thought of as a skeletonization of the surfels and captures their deformations. Thus, the transformation of every surfel is modeled as follows:
where T g is the global homogeneous transformation (e.g. common motion shared with all surfel), α i is a normalized weight, and ED is an index set contains all the ED nodes connected to the surfel. An ED node consists of the tuple (g i , q i , b i ) where g i ∈ R 3 is the position of the ED node and q i ∈ R 4 and b i ∈ R 3 are the quaternion and translation parameters respectively and converted to a homogeneous transform matrix with T(q i , b i ). Both α i and ED are generated using the same method proposed by Sumner et al. [43] . Note that · is a vector in homogeneous representation(e.g. g = [g, 0]
T ). The normal transformation is similarly defined as:
When implementing the ED graph, the q i and b i for node i are the current frames estimated deformation. After every frame, the deformations are committed to g i and the surfels based on (10) and (11) . Therefore, with an ED graph of n nodes, the whole surfel model is estimated with by 7×(n+1) parameters. Note that the extra 7 parameters come from T g which is also estimated with a quaternion and translational vector. An example of using this model to track deformations is shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 : Deformable tracking results with testing dataset [12] . The color represents the normal of our surfel data. As the model fuses with more data from left to right, the normal becomes smooth and the deformations are captured.
2) Cost Function: To track the visual scene with the parameterized surfel model, a cost function is defined to represent the distance between an observation and the estimated model. It is defined as follows:
where E data is the error between the depth observation and estimated model, E ARAP is a rigidness cost such that ED nodes nearby one another have similar deformation, E Rot is a normalization term for the quaternions to satisfy a rotation in SO 3 space, and E Corr is a visual feature correspondence cost to ensure texture consistency. More specifically, the traditional point-plane error metric [9] is used for the depth data cost. When minimized, the model is aligned with the observed depth image. The expression is:
where
T is the observed position from the depth map, D at pixel coordinate (u, v), and p i and n i are the associated surfel position and normal from the most up to date model. This cost term however is highly curved and not easy to solve. To simplify the optimization, the normal is fixed at every iteration during optimization. This results in the following expression at iteration j:
wheren
is the set of ED nodes at iteration j. This is a normal-difference cost term similar to Iterative Closest Point [9] .
The rigid term is constructed by l 2 norm of the difference between the positions of a ED node transformed by two nearby transformations. The cost expression is:
where KNN(i) is the set of ED nodes neighboring node i generated by the k-nearest neighbor algorithm based on their positions. This cost term forces the model to have consistent motion among the nearby ED nodes. Intuitively, it gives hints to the model when a portion of the ED nodes do not receive enough data from the observation in the current frame.
To have a rigid-like transformation, the normalizing term in the cost function is set to:
since quaternions hold ||q|| 2 = 1. Both E Rot and E ASAP are critical to ensuring all ED nodes move as rigid as possible. This is since 7×n is a very large space to optimize over relative to the observed data. For example, in cases of obstruction the optimization problem is ill-defined without these terms.
The final cost term is for visual feature correspondence to force visual texture consistency between the model and the observed data. The expression for the cost is:
where F eat is a set of associated pairs of matched feature points m, c ∈ R 2 between the rendered color image of our model and the observed color image data respectively. The observed point is obtained using the same expression as before: o c = D(c)K −1 c. The feature matching gives sparse but strong hint for the model to fit the current data.
3) Optimization solver: To solve the non-linear least square problem proposed in (12), the Levenberg Marquardt (LM) algorithm [44] is implemented to efficiently obtain the solution for the model. The LM algorithm requires the cost function to be in the form of a sum of squared residuals. Therefore, all the parameters from O are stacked into a vector, x, and all cost terms are reorganized into vector form such that ||f (x)|| 2 = f (x) T f (x) = E. In this form, the function is linearized with a Taylor expansion:
where J is the Jacobian matrix of f (x). Following the LM algorithm, δ is solved for by using:
where µ is a damping factor. The LM algorithm accepts the δ by setting x ← x + δ when the cost function decreases:
Otherwise, it increases the damping factor. Intuitively, LM algorithm tries to find a balance between Gaussian-Newton method and the gradient descent solver. In our implementation, (19) is solved with a GPU version of the preconditioned conjugate gradient method within 10 iterations.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To measure the effectiveness of the proposed framework, our implementation was deployed on a da Vinci Surgical R System. The stereo camera is the standard 1080p laparoscopic camera running at 30fps. The Open Source da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK) [45] was used to send end-effector commands and get joint angles and the end-effector location in the base frame of a single surgical robotic arm with a gripper, also known as Patient Side Manipulator (PSM). The data for the PSM is being sent at a rate of 100Hz. All of the communication between subsystems of the code was done using the Robotic Operating System, and everything ran on two identical computers with a Intel R Core TM i9-7940X Processor and NVIDIA's GeForce RTX 2080.
A. Implementation Details
Details for implementation of the proposed framework on the dVRK are stated below and organized by the components of the framework.
1) Surgical Tool Tracking: The particle filter used N = 400 particles, bootstrap approximation for the prediction step, and stratified resampling when the number of effective particles dropped below N ef f = 200 to avoid particle depletion. 2) Depth Map from Stereo Images: The endoscopic image data is resized to 640 by 480 before processing. The LIBELAS parameters used are the default robotics settings from its open sourced repository [41] . After computing the depth map, D, it is masked by the rendered surgical tool. The mask is dilated by nine pixels before applied. The depth map is then smoothed spatially with a bilateral filter and temporally with a median filter of four frames to decrease noise.
3) Deformable Tracking: The surfel radius is set to r = √ 2D(u, v)/(f |n z |) and confidence score is calculated with c = exp(−d 2 c /0.72) at pixel coordinate (u, v) where n z is the z component of camera frame normal, f is the cameras focal length, and d c is the normalized distance from the pixel coordinate to the center of the image [9] [10] . Whenever new surfels are added to the model, ED nodes are randomly sampled from them [14] . This typically results in 300 ED nodes, and therefore roughly 2K parameters to estimate. OpenCV's implementation of SURF is used for feature extraction and matching in the cost functions visual correspondence term. For the cost function, the parameters [λ a , λ r , λ c ] are set to [10, 100, 10] .
B. Repeated Tissue Manipulation
To test the effectiveness of the proposed framework, a simple controller was implemented to grasp and tug on tissue at the same tracked point repeatedly. A small cluster of surfels is selected on the tissue in the deformable tracker, and their resulting averaged position, p g from the deformable tracker and generated in the camera frame from the current end-effector pose. The current end-effector pose is calculated by transforming the PSM end-effector pose from dVRK with the hand-eye transform from the surgical tool tracker. Finally, to follow the trajectory, the end-effector poses are transformed back to the base frame of the PSM using the surgical tool tracker and set via dVRK.
This experiment is repeated with these configurations:
• The complete proposed framework • The proposed framework without deformable tracking, just static reconstruction, by setting the number of ED nodes to 0 • The proposed framework without surgical tool masking • The proposed framework without surgical tool tracking, and instead relying on calibrated hand-eye The tissue used is the skin of a chicken leg.
C. Additional Experiments
Using the same trajectories as described in Repeated Tissue Manipulation experiment, the surgical tool is regulated to precisely move over and around a lump of chicken leg skin within two millimeter of the surface. This experiment highlights the precision of the implemented framework. Moreover, using teleoperation control of the da Vinci Surgical R System, an operator grasps tissue and deforms it. We qualitatively observe the results of both the localization of the surgical tool and the tracked environment.
V. RESULTS
The separate components of the framework ran at 30fps, 30fps, 8fps, and 3fps for the surgical tool tracking, surgical tool rendering, depth map generation, and deformable tissue tracker respectively. An example of the procedure used for the repeated tissue manipulation experiment is shown in Fig.  1 and the results are shown in Table I . When using the complete framework, the PSM arm continuously grasped the same location of the tissue even after repeated deformations. As shown in Fig. 5 , the deformable tracker even managed to capture the structure of the tissue that was not visible to the endoscopic camera during stretching.
When not using the deformable tracker, the computer crashed due to memory overflow after 3 grasps and the reconstruction was not at all representative of the real environment. With no mask, the reconstructed scene in the deformable tracker was unable to converge properly. Finally, when not using surgical tool tracking, no attempt could be made successful because the grasper misses the tissue. All three of these failure cases are shown in Fig. 6 .
Results from the additional experiments are shown in Fig.  7 . The trajectory experiment successfully regulated the tip of the surgical tool just above the tissue without coming into contact. For the teloperational experiment, the operator stretched the tissue very aggressively and the deformable tracker still manged to capture the deformations, including crevices.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The ability to continuously and accurately track the tissue during manipulation enables control algorithms to be successful in the unstructured surgical environment. Currently, we believe that the limiting factor of our system is the noise from the depth map reconstructed by stereoendoscopic camera. Improving this component will vastly enhance the deformable tracking. Furthermore, the certainty of the perception can be used for optimal control algorithms, endoscopic camera control to maximize certainty, and other advanced control techniques. Handling blood and topological changes, such as cutting, are the next big challenges to overcome to make our proposed framework even more suitable for real clinical scenarios.
In conclusion, we proposed a surgical perception framework, SuPer, to localize the surgical tool and track the deformable tissue. With the system, a preliminary surgical autonomy was completed on the da Vinci R System and showed very promising results of invasive surgical tasks. In addition, a deformable tissue tracking dataset was released for further community research.
